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29 under profiles select the menu-plan. select the menu-plan. under tags select the tag. select the
tag. create a new document if you wish. under profiles select the menu-plan. this instruction has no
effect at all. you always get the same help and the same menu (see help). so this menu is activated
every time you launch designer. the tag list is accessible by clicking on tag while you are in the tag
manager. you always have access to the tag list. but you can not select a tag and connect it to the
port that you have selected in the tag manager. this would be useful because then you would have
access to the tag values only when you select the tag. fortunately, there are 2 things that you can
do: 1. selecting the tag you can do this by using the tag manager. when you select a tag, the tag

manager is activated. in the tag manager you can switch from your port (see the port list by clicking
on a port in the tag manager) to the tag itself. if your port is dedicated to the tag and it is selected,
you can connect the tag when you want. if not, you have access to the list of tags only. if the port is
not dedicated to the tag, you can change the port in the tag manager. in the tag manager you will

see, that the right port is dedicated to the tag. the tag is switched from the first port to the port you
just selected. 2. selecting the required port we can modify the tag from within the tag manager. you
can do this by selecting the required port. this works on every port and not only on dedicated ports.
you can also modify a tag already selected in a dedicated port. enabling/disabling the tag to activate
or deactivate a tag: from the toolbar the first time you select a tag, you must enable the selected tag
before you can use it. in the tag manager you can switch the selected tag from the enabled state to

an in use state, and vice versa. otherwise, the user interface can not use the selected tag (see
below). if the selected tag can not be used, it is greyed. to access the tag manager: click on tag in
the toolbar. from the tag manager you can switch the selected tag from the enabled state to an in
use state, and vice versa. to switch from the selected tag to another tag: from the toolbar click on
another tag in the tag manager. 4. modifying a field to modify a field: the commands available are

from the toolbar 、the menubar 、and the menu 。 the following fields are available: 1. command
backfill: the fields you have already edited. command clear field: the previously modified fields in the
same row are cleared. 3. command draw zone of fields: the fields are highlighted in the editor. you
can select them to edit them. command exit the field editor: the field editor is returned to the mode
in which you have selected the object. you can edit the field as usual (see above). the field editor is
opened with the field selected as soon as the main window is launched. this effect only occurs in the
first launch of the editor. editing the field and then saving it, will modify the field the next time the

editor is launched. to switch from the main area to the field editor: press the f4 key. if you have a lot
of fields to edit, then press the f8 key.
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